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FISHING IN MAINE

CROCKER LAKE CAMPS
TROUT FISHING
Choice of lake or streams
American Plan
Comfortable Cabins

Home Cooked Meals
M odem Conveniences
Write for folder and rates
FRED and ARLENE BROGDEN

JACKMAN

M AINE 04945

SALMON

TROUT

BASS

PERCH

PICKEREL

CASTLE ISLAND CAMPS

»

“ Our 47th Year”
Don’t Miss Our Early May and June Salmon Run
12 Clean—Modern Cottages—gas heated and at a rate of $22.00 per day, $147.00 per week and
each additional day at the rate of $21.00 including excellent meals served three times daily, in
abundance. Special rates for children.
Since the beginning of Maine’s ONE THAT DIDN’T GET AWAY CLUB, LONG POND has produced
approximately 10% of the record fish.
ALUMACRAFT boats—Late model JOHNSON & EVINRUDE motors—gasoline—oil—b a i t fishing tackle and licenses are available here.
Reservations are necessary. Please write for brochure.

HORATIO CASTLE
SEASON: May 1st to Sept. 8th
Tel. 207-495-3312
Box 71, Belgrade Lakes, Maine 04918
Winter Address: 815 Francis St., West Palm Beach, Fla. 33405, TeL 305-833-3510

MOOSEHEAD LAKE
SALMON

LARGEST LAKE IN M AINE
— TROUT — DEER —

BEAR

Maynard’s-In-Maine offers one rate which includes large or small
cabins, good home cooking, lunches packed for the noon meal
during hunting or for fishermen if desired.
Open May first through Hunting
Folder on Request

ROGER F. M AYN ARD

Rockwood, Maine 04478

Pleasant Island Lodge & Cottages
Don & Pam Yeung, Owners, Oquossoc, Maine 04964
Tel. (207) 864-3722
13 Log cottages on Cupsuptic Lake. 2-3 bedrooms, Fireplaces, Tennis, Swimming,
Boats & Motors.
Children's rates.

Resort facilities for Families, Fishermen, Honeymoon.
Central Dining Room. American Plan only.

Special

Rustic & Informal.

Season May-Sept. W rite for color folder.

F I S H E R M E N ! ! !

F I S H E R M E N ! ! !
CHECK THIS PLACE

THE DOWN RIVER CAMPS
LOCATED ON THE GRAND FALLS FLOWAGE
The Heart of the Finest Small mouth Bass Fishing
Not a plush resort — no American plan — just comfortable cabins with all
modern conveniences and fully equipped for full housekeeping — situated on
the banks of the St. Croix River, snuggled in a white pine grove.
Truly a fisherman’s paradise.
Write for folder and particulars to:

DOWN RIVER CAMPS

Box 182

PRINCETON, M AINE 04668

FISHING IN MAINE
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Fishing in Maine
Fishing Everyw here

-

and in Variety

Variety is but one of the rare pleasures Maine has in store for all
fishermen. Whether it’s the silvery, lightning-like acrobatics of a
Landlocked Salmon “ tail-walking” at the end of your line, the
powerful, deep-fighting surge of a heavy Squaretail or the explosive
smashing tactics of a fighting Black Bass—it's all here—and much,
much morel
There are Brown Trout in many waters, big Rainbows in the
Kennebec River—White Perch to spare. From the Atlantic Salmon
in Maine’s Eastern coastal rivers to the wary Brook Trout in
thousands of rushing streams and wilderness ponds, or the hungry
Pickerel waiting under lily pads at the water’s edge—there’s action
to please every taste in fresh-water fishing.

SEBAGO LAKE
CAMPGROUND — HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES
Complete Details with FREE Brochure

SIMPSON’S
Route 114
RD #1, Box 561A

SEBAGO LAKE, MAINE 04075
TEL: (207) 787-3671 or (207) 642-3368

SPRING FISHING
FALL HUNTING
SUMMER VACATIONS
FLY-IN OUTCAMPS

MILLINOCKET, MAINE 04462

Ads cost money, warmth and hospitality
do not. For the best time of your life,
join our way of life. Write for detailed
picture brochure.
Phone (207) 723-5658 or 794-8824
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Landlocked Salmon
Maine’s Landlocked Salmon are ready for action the minute the
ice leaves lakes and ponds in the Spring. This ice break-up usually
occurs between the first of April and the middle of May each year,
depending upon weather conditions. Maine regulations allow
fishing in most waters starting April 1, or any time thereafter in all
waters naturally free of ice, or portions of waters naturally free of
ice. There are quite a few later openings. Full particulars on these
and all other fresh-water fishing regulations will be gladly supplied
upon request by the Maine Publicity Bureau.
In the early part of the fishing season, millions of fresh-water
smelts, a favorite food of the Landlocked Salmon, move toward the
mouths of tributary streams and over shallow sand bars in their
annual Spring spawning run. At this time the salmon crowd in close
to shore to feed on these silvery little fish. During this period
steamer flies, sewed-on smelts, wobbling artificial minnows and, in
fact, almost any small lure that closely resembles a smelt will
produce results.

DON’T MISS

T o r y 's
^ %0^ \ c a im tJ {o Use

Hours Daily
Spring

8:30 - 6:00

Summer &
Fall

8 :3 0 -9 :3 0

Winter

8 :3 0-5 :00

Unique Gifts & Confections

“ On Scenic Coastal U. S. Route 1 and Acadia Highway”

SUNRISE
HOUSEKEEPING CABINS

BELFAST, MAINE

LODGE
WILDERNESS CAMPGROUND

ON SPEDNIC LAKE
Salmon — Bass — Pickerel — Perch
International Waters
W rite for Folder — M. Bost — Vanceboro, Maine 04 491

TUNK LAKE CABINS
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES
STATE RECORD lake trout (togu e): caught here.
STATE RECORD salmon (Atlantic): caught nearby.
ALL-SEASON WILDERNESS HIDEAWAY just off Route 182 (scenic highway)
20 miles east of Ellsworth, on private wooded peninsula.
DEER, BEAR, FOX, COON, RABBIT, DUCKS, WOODCOCK, PARTRIDGE
(Registered Maine guides, boats, equipment available.)
DICK & EVA GAY
(J207) 546-7272
MILBRIDGE, ME. ^04658
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SOME OF THE FINEST FISHING IN MAINE! !
SALMON - BASS - LAKE TROUT - PICKEREL - PERCH
ALSO: HUNT DEER S BEAR, SWIM, HIKE, SNOWMOBILE, CROSS COUNTRY SKI,
ICE FISH, DOWNHILL SKI 1 HR. AWAY
2 Br. APTS. W/FIREPLACE & ELEC. HEAT
ON 14 Ml. SEBEC LAKE
FULL KITCHENS, BATH W/SHOWER
BOAT RENTALS

LAKESIDE MOTEL

BY DAY OR WEEK
REASONABLE RATES

SEBEC VILLAGE, ME. 04481

TEL. (207)
564-8679

DEERING’S

SNUG

HARBOR

CAMPS

On Great Lake in the Belgrade Lakes Region
Good fishing for small or large mouth bass, salmon, trout, pickerel or perch.
Electrically heated, accommodations from 2 to 6 persons. If it’s good food and
a friendly atmosphere you want—this is the place for you! Fun for the whole
family—excellent swimming and ski boat available for rental. Reasonable
rates include all meals. No charge for boats during May and June. May 30 to
September 15.

Write for information or call 207-465-3005 or 207-495-3445
Mrs. Maurice H. Deering
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn A . Ashland
Owners-Managers
North Belgrade, Maine 04959

State of Maine County M aps
Detailed — Accurate — Scale: 3 miles = 1 inch
Androscoggin, Kennebec, Sagadahoc, Lincoln (One Plan); Hancock Piscataquis,
Penobscot, Somerset, Washington, Aroostook, (North Part), Moosehead Lake Region,
$1.75 each; Cumberland-York (One Plan), Franklin, Oxford, $1.50 each; Waldo, Knox,
Aroostook (South Part), $1.25 each; Handling Charge of 50C per order, plus 5% Sales
Tax. Complete set o f county maps $12.50.

Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc.

107 Court St., Bangor, Maine 04401

SPRING Salman Good May and June. Fair July and August.
Trout Good May and June, July, in streams, rivers arid small ponds.
Day canoe or boat trips, planned for nearby rivers and streams in
May and June.
SUMMER Bass, Perch, Pickerel. Good June, July and August.
WINTER Smelt Good in Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar.
Salmon Good in Feb., Mar.
Modern log cottages. Winterized. European Plan (Housekeeping only).
Snack Bar, Bowling Lanes, Golf, Hiking Trails, Boats and Motors,
Swimming Beach and Float, Water Skiing, Basketball and Volley Ball
Court. Playground Area for All. Campground for Tents and Trailers with
Laundromat. 4 Season Rec. Area. Open for Snowmobiles -100 miles of
Groomed Trails.

BIRCH POINT LOG LODGE and COTTAGES and
CAMPGROUND

Joseph W. Edwards, Prop.

Tel. A. C. 207 - 463-2515

Island Falls, Maine

SAM-O-SET CAMPS
miles off Ronte 4 on South Shore Drive

14 comfortable cabins directly on shore o f Rangeley Lake, 4Vi miles from
Rangeley Village. Cabins accommodate 2-8 persons; some with fireplaces.
All have sun porches, bath or shower with automatic hot water, gas for
cooking, gas, oil or wood for heat, electric refrigeration. Boats and motors
for rent. A good place to launch your boat from trailer and good fishing
nearby. Trailer space.
ICE OUT - NOV. 1st
Our 51st Year
Mr. & Mrs. STEPHEN S. SWAIN
RANGELEY LAKES
Tel. 864-3657
M AINE 04970
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LIBBY SPORTING CAMPS
Masardis, Maine 04759
Tel. 207 - 435-6539
NATIVE TROUT
LANDLOCKED SALMON
C om e fish the

many

lakes and

streams

in

our remote

A ll on the headw aters o f the Aroostook River.
plan.

Housekeeping

cabins

on C handler,

Famous since 1890.

Big

wilderness

areas.

M illin o c k e t Lake — Am erican
C aribo u

and

River

C am p.

Reached by seaplane.

BEAR MOUNTAIN LODGE
Patten, Maine 04765

South Aroostook County

We offer some o f the best deer, bear, and small game
hunting in the state. Modern lodge and cabins with all
conveniences — Brochure and references on request.
Tel. 207 - 528-2124
Carroll P. Gerow, Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter
FISHING

RIDEOUT'S LODGE - COTTAGES
On East Grand Lake
Danforth, Me.
On the border between Maine and New Brunswick. One of the few places
where real salmon fishing still exists. American Plan and housekeeping ac
commodations. Home cooked food. Boats, motors and guides available. Make
reservations early.
Bass, Trout and Salmon Fishing

g eo r g e ^

g L vham

(g g fc )

Ice

to Dec

1

Iron Ore Hill Rd.
RIDEOUT’S
Bridgewater, Conn. 06752 Folder on request
DANFORTH, MAINE 04424

HUNTER COVE COTTAGES
Vacation homes for sportsmen and families
Fully-equipped housekeeping cottages on shore of Rangeley Lake, four
miles from village
Stream fishing nearby
F. G . MERCER

Boats
207 - 864-3383

Motors

Licenses

Rangeley, Maine 04970

EARLY SALMON & LAKE TROUT FISHING
Ice out around May 1 to Sept. 30

SMALL MOUTH BLACK BASS FISHING
June 1 to Oct. 30
Grand Lake, Big Lake, St. Croix River Areas
Modern Lodge & Cabins. Housekeeping or American Plan. Write for folder.
Phone 207-796-2324.

TRIPP'S LODGE & CAMPS
PRINCETON, M AINE 04668
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Fly-fishing with wet flies of the conventional type as well as many
patterns of streamer fly design also work exceptionally well at this
time. Later, as the season progresses and temperatures rise, the
salmon move back, seeking cooler areas in deep water. From the hot
days of late June until the crisp frosty mornings of early September,
trolling with deep-going revolving spoons and live bait usually
accounts for excellent catches. Smelts, shiners, angleworms and
large night crawlers are the choice of many successful fishermen.
Cooler surface temperatures during September again bring these
silversided battlers near the surface and once more fly-fishing close
to the mouths of incoming streams is at its best, with both wet and
dry flies productive as the Salmon congregate for their own
spawning run.

Brook Trout
Eastern Brook Trout fishing in Maine is a special sort of fun all by
itself. These speckled beauties can be found in small, clear, cold
water brooks in every section of the State as well as in most of
Maine’s deeper springfed lakes and ponds, where water tempera
tures remain low even during the hottest of summer weather. From
the eight and nine-inch “ pan size” to the five and six-pound
“ lunkers,” there are thrills galore for the trout fisherman.

Black Bass
Smallmouth Black Bass fishing, Maine style, is a thrill never to
be forgotten. These northern bronzebacks, frequenting more than
300 of the Pine Tree State’s clear cool waters, rise to almost any bait
or fly. They’re ready and spoiling for battle at the slightest
provocation.

Moose Point Camps
FISHING

HUNTING

VACATIONING

Wilderness Fishing on Lake, Pond or Streams
Camps with the best of accommodations located on Fish Lake at the
headwaters of the famous Fish River Chain of Lakes
For folder, rates and references write to:

BILL and ROSE MITCHELL
Moose Point Camps, Portage, Me. 04768

Tel. (207) 435-4091

STONE'S LAKESIDE COTTAGES
Highland Lake, Bridgton, Maine 04009

Large colony nice housekeeping cottages.
Amid towering pines and hemlocks on long
waterfront. All m odem conveniences. Boat
included. Beach. Cook-out area. Bass,
pickerel, white perch, brown trout. Motors,
.fishing licenses, bait available. Please write
for booklet. Reduced off-season rates.
Late May to mid-October
Tel.: 207/647-2047
Ralph and Joanna Stone Benjamin
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Bait casting, fly-fishing, trolling or still fishing with live bait are
all productive bass tactics. Surface plugs displaying plenty of action
seem to work better early in the morning, just at dusk and on cloudy
days. During the hours of higher sunshine, underwater plugs of the
wobbling type are usually favored by Maine guides. Those who
prefer trolling or still fishing with live bait will find plenty of happy
surprises in store, if they’ll search out the deep holes and rocky
ledges. Better be sure to include a landing net in your equipment if
you are of a mind to try Maine’s Black Bass. They’re never down
until they’re out, and out means right in the frying pan, alongside
strips of crisp brown bacon!

Togue
Lovers of True Lake Trout fishing have been enchanted for years
by top notch Togue fishing enjoyed in many of Maine’s deeper lakes
and ponds. One of the heaviest of these rugged battlers, netted
recently, weighed thirty-one and a half pounds with a great many
others taken that ran between ten pounds and this mark. Average
catches go from two and one-half and three pounds up to six to eight
pounds. These deep-fighting Togue can be taken with almost equal
success all during the entire open season here in Maine.
Early in the season, Togue are near the surface and frequently fall
prey to streamer flies or a well-trolled smelt, much as both Land
locked Salmon and Squaretails do. As warmer weather moves in,
these fish take up new quarters in the very deepest part of the lake.
From the middle of June until the end of the fishing season, best
results will be obtained by bottom fishing. Still fishing with a “jig”

PLAY-STEAD LODGE & COTTAGES
Fishing

Hunting

OPEN ICE OUT TO NOV. 30
Bass—Salmon—Togue—Trout—Perch—Pickerel
Woodcock—Partridge
Fine Bathing Beach
Deer—Bear
Cottages located on Lewey’s Lake—Connecting Long Lake, Big Lake, Grand
Lake and St. Croix Waters, with the finest Bass and 9almon fishing in the
East. Main lodge with central dining room and excellent home cooked food—
American Plan. Also m odem attractive, fully equipped, housekeeping cottages
with all modern conveniences. TV in all units. Folder and rates on request.
Boats—Motors—Guides—Bait—Licenses—Tackle Shop
Tel. (207) 796-2345
Princeton, Maine 04668
LAMBERT LAKE

MAINE 04454

PINE POINT C A M P S
Situated on Lambert Lake, in Washington County
Salmon, Brook Trout — Lambert Lake, St. Croix River, Trout, Bass, Brook
Trout — Lakes and brooks are kept well stocked. Tomah Stream, 5 miles.
Black Bass, Pickerel — Spednic Lake, on Canadian Border, 5 miles. Bear,
Deer, Partridge, Woodcock. Large main lodge, modern, comfortable. Home
cooked meals. Housekeeping camps. Overnight guests.
highw ay, Route 6
Tel. 207 - 788-2873
Airport, Bangor
Boats and motors for rent
Guides available
OPEN ALL YEAR
Prop., Clyde Grass

FISHING IN MAINE
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BILL EABLGrS CAMPS
Home of the Famous “ Ea,rley” Salmon Pool

SCENIC: Sebec Lake, Wilson River, Greeley Falls an Premises
FISHING: Trout, Salmon, Bass, Perch, Pickerel
RECREATION: Hunting, Hiking, Swimming
ACCOMMODATIONS: Modern Housekeeping Cottages, Boats, Motors
SEBEC LAKE: 14 mi. long, 30 ponds and 15 streams in 10 mi. radius
Cottages by Week, Month or Extra Low Special Season Rate
Write for Color Brochure
BILL EARLEY’ S CAMPS — R. F. D. 2, Guilford, Maine — Tel. 207 - 997-3625

CAMP BROOKLINE
BRIDGTON, M AINE 04009
10 Modern Housekeeping Cottages grouped spaciously in pine grove on
sandy, shores o f beautiful Highland Lake V* mile from town. All with
automatic heat and fireplaces. Aluminum boat provided free with each
cottage. Outboard motors and T V available. Excellent fishing, private safe
bathing beach and recreational facilities. Electric ranges, refrigerators,
water heaters and bathrooms. Open “ Ice Out” to November 1.
Lower rates before July and after Labor Day
Please write for color folder and rates.

SAM GALLINARI, Owner-Manager

( g r a t t f ^ S C w

n e h a g ii

Tel. Area Code 207 - 647-3303

C a m

Fly-fishing only for nafive trout and
salmon in virgin Kennebago waters.
Modern comfort in a rustic atmos
phere.
"O ld fashioned" home cooking served
in central dining-room.

p s

RANGELEY’:S FINEST

SKEET & JO DAVENPORT
P.O. Oquossoc, Maine 04964
Tel. Rangeley, Me.
‘ 4-3608 or 864-3754

W rite for brochure and further information
Reservations advised.

THE COTTAGES
On Maine’s largest lake — Moosehead
Salmon - Trout - Togue - Deer - Bear - Birds

Eight completely furnished cottages, plus lodge w/fieldstone fireplace, T.V.
and other recreational facilities. Boat and motor rentals, gas and oil, docking.
Open from “ ice out” thru hunting. Brochure on request.
Write Box 1152, Greenville, Maine 04441 or AfterMay 1st call (207) 695-2422

S e a t Sfctitty
At the north end o f beautiful Belgrade Lake. Good Bass,
Salmon, Trout and White Perch fishing. 32 two to five room lake
shore cottages with open fireplaces, full baths and automatic
heat. Fine Maine food. $100 to $110 a week per person. Inclu
ding all meals. Special family rates. Open May to October
Write for reservations and folder.
^
Bert Mosher, Owner-Mgr. Oakland, Maine 04963
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FIS H IN 'N O TW IS H IN '
AT EAST GRAND and SPEDNIC Lakes. Vast fishing grounds for Maine’s
BEST SALMON and BASS FISHING.
It’s American Plan with excellent New
England food and A-l accommodations. Competent guides, boats and motors
available. Early and all season fishing, open ice-out. Write for the whole
story.

Wheaton’s Lodae
^

Garry & Kathy Paxson

forPhone
estc(207)
ity,m
aine04413
448-7723

ABENAKIS FISHING CAMPS
BELGRADE, M AINE 04917
Andy and Muriel Jancovic, Props.
Abenakis Camps are ideally situated on the mouth o f Belgrade Stream
giving the fisherman over 7 miles o f stream fishing and access to Lake
Messalonskee. Landlocked salmon, large and small mouth bass,
pickerel and perch. A ll camps have pure, untreated hot and cold
spring water. Linens supplied.
Housekeeping Camps - Swimming - Country Atmosphere - Boats
PHONE (207) 495-2294
“ TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AT THE SAME FISHING HOLE’ ’

P0C0M00NSHINE LAKE LODGES

Four connected scenic lakes of productive fishing waters
located in Washington County
BASS - PICKEREL - PERCH - DUCK - GROUSE AND WOODCOCK
Plus — SALMON AND TROUT nearby
Excellent ^Fishing from June 1st through October 31st
Fully Equipped Housekeeping Cabins — Boats - Motors - Guides - Licenses
GENE MORIARTY
Tel. 207 - 454-2310
ALEXANDER, MAINE 04610

FISHING VACATION IN MAINE
Fish beautiful Bear Lake — for togue, salmon, black bass
and white perch. Bring the fam ily and enjoy our private
sandy beach. Free boats for house guests. Home cooking,
fresh fruits and vegetables in season. Special fam ily rates.
Write to O. K. Andrews at

BEAR M OUNTAIN HOUSE
Harrison RFD # 2 , M AINE 04040

MILLINOCKET LAKE CAMPS
& TRADING POST
Located on road to Mt. Katahdin. Good hunting. Good boating, swimming and
fishing. Campground. Housekeeping cabins. Fresh water lakes everywhere.
White water raft trips. Small plane tours.
FREDERICK BOYNTON, Prop.

Box 98

Millinocket, Maine 04462

Tel. 723-8391
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line or “ dragging the bottom’’ with large revolving spoons ahead of
a minnow six or seven inches long is the recommended precedure for
taking the big ones.
Most important to remember in Togue fishing is to troll very
slowly with a heavily weighted line in the deepest part of the lake
you intend to fish. Togue are found in many of Maine’s lakes and
deeper ponds from one end of the State to the other. There are none
however in the Rangeley Lakes, where good fishing is confined to
Trout and Salmon. Don’t forget to bring a gaff when Togue fishing
if you’re really after a big one. Many of these “ Old Lunkers,” longer
than a rubber boot, are far too large to fit in any conventional
landing net.

Brown Trout
For the past few years, Maine’s Inland Fish and Wildlife Depart
ment has been gradually introducing Brown Trout in waters of the
Pine Tree State, particularly adapted to these sporty gamefish.
Recently, one of these stubborn fighters weighing nineteen pounds

Utrrljum ni)
HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES

rf>ou>
*

Rangeley Lake, Maine

Located on
2M> miles south of Rangeley Village on Rt. 4. Cottages
have one, two, three, four or five bedrooms. Fully equipped with gas for cooking, gas or oil for heat, auto
matic hot water, electric refrigerators, complete bathrooms, linens. Five largest cottages also have fire
places. Boats, motors and canoes for rent and boat launching site on premises. Special spring and fall
rates for large parties.
For folder and rates write to
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Morel, Owners and Managers, Star Route, Rangeley, Me. 04970
Tel. (207) 864-3306
Winter phone (205) 973-1236

CHALET MOOSEHEAD
On the Shore of Beautiful Moosehead Lake
FISH FOB
HUNT FOR
TROUT - SALMON - TOGUE
PARTRIDGE - DEER - BEAR
Large picture windows overlooking the lake. Electric heat. Cable T.V.
Two-room units with kitchenettes. Ideal family accommodations.
Boat, motor and canoe rental. FLY BACK to better Hunting and
Fishing for white-fish, bass, perch and blue-back trout with Maine’ s
only Lady Bush Pilot.
For further information and rates call or write:
MOOSEHEAD FLYING SERVICE or CHALET MOOSEHEAD
Box 320E, Greenville Junction, Maine 04442
OPEN YEAR ROUND

MAINE WILDERNESS CANOE BASIN
COMPLETE CANOE OUTFITTERS
Vacation center on Pleasant Lake for
canoe trips into Washington County
Wilderness Waterways and the Grand
Chain of Lakes. Wilderness housekeep
ing cabins and tent sites. Swimming;
fishing for salmon, trout and bass. Ex
cellent hunting for deer, bear and par
tridge. Open year round. Transportation
arranged from Bangor Airport to camp.

Maine Wilderness Canoe Basin
BOX M, SPRINGFIELD, MAINE 04487

Phono 207 - 989-3636 Ext. 631
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seven ounces came to the net of a very surprised angler. The average
weight of Brown Trout taken in Maine, however, usually runs
between one and one-half and seven or eight pounds, with some
specimens much larger.
Brown Trout are fished the same as Landlocked Salmon. The
Browns, however, frequent many of the so-called warmer waters
and more shallow ponds and rivers. Although often caught while
trolling or plug casting, they are however, particularly susceptible
to flies in both the wet and dry types here in Maine.

White Perch
White Perch, cousin of the Black Bass, is one of the easiest of all
Maine’s fish to catch. Rated as one of the very best panfish, these
snappy little dark-colored hustlers are found in great numbers and
furnish plenty of action. Still fishing from a dock or anchored boat
with ordinary angleworms, minnows, small frogs or cut bait hardly
ever fails to get results. Don’t underestimate White Perch when it
comes to fly-fishing or trolling either. Almost any of the baits

Individual Log & Frame Cabins

Family Style Home Cooking

LAKE MOLUNKUS SPORTING CAMPS
REST RELAX HUNT FISH
BOATS, MOTORS, LICENSES AVAILABLE
American Plan or Housekeeping — Flush Toilets and Showers
79 Miles North of Bangor
John & Marge Seiler Prop.
Box 101M Mattawamkeag, Me. 04459

FISHING VACATION FOR FAMILY
on Webb Pond in scenic Penobscot-Acadia region. Includes boats, canoes and
home cooked meals. Enjoy good fishing, relaxing outdoor life, library, in
congenial Informal atmosphere. No housekeeping cabins.

WANTALFEGO LODGE AND CABINS
Brochure
Dot and Bob Dunton, R.D. 1, Franklin, Maine 04634

TOW N and LAKE MOTEL
AN D HOUSEKEEPING COTTAGES
On the Shore of Rangeley Lake
Boats - Motors - Guides - Motel Room s - Kitchenette Units - New
2 Bedroom Housekeeping Cottages with Electric Kitchens, Dish
washers, Fireplaces, Wall - to - Wall Carpets, Oil Furnaces, T V ’s.
Free Launching and D ock Space
In Town-on-the-Lake
Always Open
Tel. 864-3755
P. O. Box 47, RANGELEY, M AINE 04970
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D. T. SANDERS & SON, INC.
Moosehead’s Old Country Store
GREENVILLE, MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE
Sporting Goods - Canoe Rentals - Licenses

SHUR KLEEN KOTTAGES
Housekeeping Cottages with modern conveniences
Situated on Jackson Brook Lake, good bass, pickerel, and perch fishing

Baskahegan Lake one mile, unexcelled fo r bass fishing, served by us as there
are no cottages on lake.
Also serving East Grand and Spednic Lakes nearby, good salmon and bass
fishing.
Good Boats and Motors
Guides Available
Open Ice Out to Nov. 13th
Write for Brochure
Tel. Danforth Area (207) 448-2276
George and Margaret Jensen
BROOKTON, MAINE 04413

SEBAGO LAKE COTTAGES
On Routes 114 and 11

Sandy Beach

North Sebago, Maine 04029

16 year round housekeeping cottages with screened porches, accommodating
2 to 8 persons. Equipped with all modern conveniences. Linen, cooking
utensils, electricity, gas and wood furnished. Grocery store adjoining. Open
water and ice fishing. No better salmon, trout, togue or bass grounds on the
lake. Canoes, boats, motors, fishing shacks, live bait, tackle, non-resident
licenses and T.V. available. Write or call for brochure.

R A Y and FRAN NELSON

207 - 787-3211

See our ad under HUNTING

Plan To Fish And Hunt Down East In Maine At

CHET'S CAMPS on BIG LAKE
Grand Lake Stream Township

P. O. Princeton, Maine 04668

Famous for its Bass and Landlocked Salmon
Also Trout, Perch, Pickerel
HOUSEKEEPING or AMERICAN PLAN
BOATS, MOTORS
GUIDES
NON-RESIDENT LICENSES
Open May 1st to Nov. 36th
Rates and Folders on Request

ROBERT and JU D Y M ILLER, Prop.

Tel. (207) 796-5557

WHISPERWGOD:
ON SALMON LAKE
We offer good BASS fishing

Princeton

LODGE &
COTTAGES

NORTH BELGRADE. MAINE 04959

— Also BROWN TROUT, PERCH and PICKEREL
Guides Available.
Sports for the whole family including
INDOOR GAMES
SHUFFLEBOARD
PONIES and HORSES
Comfortable cottages with all modern conveniences. Automatic Heat.
Moderate rates start at $16.00 per day — Includes all meals.
Open May 25th to September 20th
MR. and MRS. F. DOUGLAS, Owners
Tel. (207) 465-2497
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Excellent fishing for Bass
(big and scrappy!), Salmon,
Trout, Togue and Perch

Enjoy the pleasures
of great fishing plus the
modern comforts of luxurious
accommodations and resort
facilities. Boats, motors
registered guides available.

LEEN’S LODGE

folder, contact:
Grand Lake Stream, Maine
Telephone, Princeton, Maine 207-796-5575

RUSSELL'S M O TO R CAMPS
“Ideal spot for Fisherman and Vacationist”
Housekeeping cottages on shore o f Rangeley Lake, 3A mile from town
Modern conveniences — Reasonable rates — Boats — Launching area
Swimming — Hiking — Outdoor Sports
Located near popular fishing spots on Rangeley Lake

TYout and Salmon Fishing of lakes, streams and rivers
Box 106A, Rangeley, Maine 04970

Tel. 207 - 864-2204

Katahdin Lake Wilderness Camps
FISH for N A T IV E BROOK TRO U T
ENJOY the peaceful mountains, woods and lake
R E L A X in cozy cabins — Housekeeping or American Plan
Hike in (pack horses carry luggage).
N o auto access.

Seaplane service available.

Write to:
ALFRED J. COOPER
P. O. Box 398F
Millinocket, Maine 04462

LINCOLN'S HOUSEKEEPING CAMPS
Located at the confluence o f M oose River with Moosehead Lake, famous
for landlocked salmon, lake trout and squaretailed trout. Modern cottages,
insulated, automatic heat, bathrooms with showers, electric refrigerators,
gas ranges, completely furnished for housekeeping. Boats, motors, tackle,
for rent. New Launching ramp, individual boat slips, gas, oil, bait at docks.
OPEN ALL YEAR
For Snowmobiling - Skiing - Ice Fishing - Summer Fishing - Hunting
Props., Tiny and Eleanore Thomas
Rockwood, Maine 04478
Tel. 207 - 534-7741

CRYSTAL SPRING CAMPS
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE
BASS •

TROUT •

SALMON

50 Smallmouth Bass on flies In a day. Squaretail Trout over 4 pounds.
Salmon over 5 pounds — caught last year in the Belgrades.
Try fly-fishing here in June — off season rates include cabin and all meals. Attrac
tive waterfront cabins, central dining room — real home cooking, excellent boats.
Johnson motors, guides. June 3 to Sept. 2. Write for folder. HARRY and PATRICIA
GERRISH, Tel. (617) 826-2866, Box 125 P, Hanover Mass. 02339. After June 4.
Crystal Spring Camps, Tel. Rome, Me., (207) 397-2542.

FISHING IN MAINE
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mentioned above trolled just behind one or two small gold or silver
colored spinners will help to fill the frying pan. White Perch are an
“ all season fish,” but afford the best fishing of all during the warmer
days of mid-Summer.

Pickerel
For real honest-to-goodness everyday outdoor sport, don’t over
look the countless hours of fun to be had PICKEREL FISHING.
Shallow water ponds, slow moving streams and deep bays heavy
with lily pads and other vegetation are the home of this hungry
feeder. Frowned upon by some but ready to charge at almost any
moving object, the Pickerel is among the easiest of all fish to land.
Live bait, flies, plugs, popping-bugs or trolling spoons, whether
manipulated by an expensive rod or an old cane pole, bring equally
good results in Pickerel waters. Here’s a rough and ready fish, a
challenge to the beginner, the expert, the old folks or the kids. He’s
what might be called a dependable fish. He’ll strike almost anything
and he’ll almost always strike!

Atlantic Salmon
Maine’s Penobscot County, boasting the famed Bangor Salmon
Pool, Lincoln County’s Sheepscot River and Washington County
with its Narraguagus, Dennys, Pleasant, Machias and East
Machias Rivers are now the major spots in the United States where
sport-fishermen can take that king of all gamefish, the ATLANTIC
SALMON.

Tuna
TUNA FISHING along the Maine Coast has become a major

LAKE VIEW MOTEL
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, M AINE 04538
Bass and Trout Fishing: Small & Large Mouth Bass and Brown Trout.
Boats available, N o Charge. All rooms with water view, T V and Private
Baths. Cocktail Lounge & Meals available at Motel.
CALL: (207 > 633-5381 for Reservations

WHIPPOORWILL LODGES
Cottages are all situated on the shore o f Pocomoonshine Lake, 12 miles o f
waterway connecting to Crawford Lake for some o f the finest Bass and
Pickerel fishing in Maine. 400 Acres o f private grounds, IV2 mile o f shore
front. G ood swimming for children; sail boat available; marked trails for
hiking and bird watching. The cottages are built with all modern con
veniences and fully equipped kitchens and stone fireplaces.
Folder and rates on request
Antoine & Marguerite Hagenaars
South Princeton, Maine 04668
Phone (207) 427-6914
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sport during the last few years. Between the first of July and the end
of August, thousands of these gigantic bluefins move into Maine
coastal waters. Top-weight tuna to be taken on rod and reel so far,
chalked up an official mark of 874 pounds. These mammoth silvery
fish may also be caught by handline fishing or harpooning.

Striped Bass
STRIPED BASS FISHING in coastal rivers and inlets or surf
casting for these fish along Southern Maine beaches is becoming
increasingly popular each year. “ Stripers,” ranging from two to ten
pounds are common, with some tipping the scales at nearly twenty
pounds. Probably more are taken by trolling than by any other
method. A standard “ salt-water rod” weighing 10 or 12 ounces,
30-lb. test line and reel of ample capacity should make up the
backbone of your equipment.
Use of regular striped bass lures as manufactured by several wellknown companies, to which live bait has been added, is the next
step. Sandworms, bloodworms, small eels, small herring and
occasionally shrimps make good bait to troll with both standard
fresh-water spoons or regular striped bass lures. Careful attention to
water currents and the fishing of “ the rips” during an incoming tide
often make the difference between failure and success. Once con
nected with even a fair-sized striper, you’ll be spending lots of time
on those waters again.
The salt-water angler in Maine isn’t forced to confine his activities
to tuna and striped bass fishing—not by a long shot!

GRAY GHOST CAMPS
on Moose River
Clean — Fully equipped housekeeping cabins Fishing Moosehead Lake and
Moose River area boats, motors, docking. Rates start at $15.00.
May 1st—Sept. 30th
Box 35
Rockwood, ME 04478
Tel. 534-7362

Oct. 1st—Apr. 30th
Box 252
Kents Hill, ME 04349
Tel. 685-4049

SPRUCE LODGE on LAKE SYSLADOBSIS
in the heart of fishing country. Fish for salmon and s.m. bass in the head waters
of the St. Croix. Clean, comfortable housekeeping cabins. Meals, boats,
motors and gas available 8 mi. to Springfield on good road. Daily mail.

SPRUCE LODGE
Fred & Mary Hamilton, Springfield, Maine 04487
(207) 738-3700
or
(207) 738-2730

FISHING IN MAINE
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WILLOW BEACH CAMPS — CHINA LAKE
Salmon - Togue - Brown Trout - Bass - Pickerel - Perch
21 Com fortable Cabins on Shore o f China Lake. Central dining room
serving three good home-cooked meals daily. Excellent fiber glass boats,
outboard motors, canoes, and sail boats available. Recreation building—
Tennis—Pitch and Putt Golf. Reasonable rates. Open late M ay to late
September. Write for Brochure or Call us for reservations! Reduced rates for
June and September—Special fam ily rates.
NELSON W . BAILEY

CHINA, MAINE — Tel. (207) 968-2421

KIDNEY POND LODGE & CAMPS, INC.
RUTH and CHARLES NORRIS, Props.
Best in Fly Fishing — Native Trout — Cabins — Showers
Electric Power — Excellent Cuisine
Mount Katahdin— 3 Miles
Winter Address:
Box 609
Dixfield, Maine 04224

Box 300
Millinocket, Maine 04462

Wilsons on Moosehead Lake
Located on the shore of Moosehead and at the headwaters of the Kennebec
River, 15 well equipped housekeeping cottages for party of 2 or 20. A favorite
of fishermen for over 100 years.

Ron and Jane Fowler, Greenville Jet., Maine 04442
Trout - Salmon - Boat - Motor rental (207) 695-2549

BOYDEN LAKE Housekeeping Cottages
Y ou will enjoy the informal, friendly atmosphere at Southmeadow
and the wilderness quality o f two miles o f privately owned shorefront.
G ood fishing, good swimming. Boats available for rent. Five miles from
the coast and saltwater fishing. Rates on request.
Alice & Ralph Otis

Perry, Maine 04667

Winter: Quogue, N. Y. 11959

(207) 726-4259

(516) 653-4186

TROUT * (SALMON 4 3
RANGELEY LAKE 4 T
I
HE KENNEBAGQ

F O R INFORMATION ON FISHING
THE RANGELEY REGION $ C O R CO TTA GE *

0®KJ

gfcSis
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School Fish
Mackerel and Pollock run in tremendous schools along the Maine
Coast during summer months. Spinners, flies or even a piece of red
or white cloth attached to a hook will often do the trick. This sketchy
equipment, trolled either through or near these schools will almost
always take fish as fast as they can be removed from the hook. This
may sound surprising, but it works—and there’s action a-plenty to
be had with the use of either a handline or a light rod and reel!
NO LICENSE is needed for salt-water fishing along the Maine
Coast, whether from the docks, mainland, islands or boats.
Handline and pole fishing from wharves, bridges and the shore
for flounders, cunners, mackerel and rock-cod are enjoyed by
thousands of men, women and children all through the Summer and
Fall. Many “ partyboats” lie ready at Maine harbors and ports to
take out fishing parties seeking cod, haddock, pollock and other fish,
or just for a cooling day’s cruise along the shore among the hundreds
of green-studded islands that dot the rugged coast between main
land and the open sea.

L. L. Bean, Inc.
MAIN STREET

FREEPORT, M AINE 04033
Open 24 Hours a Day, 365 Days a Year
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Outdoor Sporting Specialties
TROUT

SALMON

PERCH

PICKEREL

DEER RUN SPORTING CAMP

BASS

LAKE MOLUNKUS
Located in southern Aroostook County in unorganized territory. Miles of
streams, rivers and 6 Y2 mile long Lake Molunkus at your cabin door step.
Comfortable Log Cabins.

Boats - Motors - Canoes - Licenses.
Write for Borchure

E. McGovern

P.O. Kingman, Maine 04451

BASS

Call (207) 765-3900

Good lake fishing
PICKEREL
PERCH

Special Fisherman Weekend Rates
During June and September
Non-Resident Licenses.
Fully equipped modern housekeeping cabins.
Good boat with each cottage.
Motors for rent
Fun for the Whole Family
Safe Beach—Swimming—Boating—Tennis
Sailing—Water Skiing—Recreation Roam
Nearby—Golf, horseback riding, theaters
Lake Cobbosseecontee
P. O. Box 267, East Winthrop, Maine 04343

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE
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Hunting in Maine
Maine Hunting Has Variety
Variety is the word for Maine hunting! With 18,000,000 acres in
forest lands alone and a total area nearly as large as the other five
New England states combined, Maine’s game population is
unsurpassed. Whether you want to match wits with a crafty old
Black Bear, thrill to the ringing cry of hounds announcing “ coon
treed” under a frosty autumn moon, or snap into action at the sound
of rising wings in the meadow pasture . . . it’s all here.
Some 3,500 miles of coastline provide feeding and resting places
for Ducks and Geese as they start their annual southward migration
from northern marshes. Woodcock, Ruffed Grouse (Partridge) and
Pheasants are common in upland fields and woodlands. The hardy
hunter who wants to try his luck at Bobcat hunting can have
adventures galore. The Fox hunter cannot find a more favorable
section to match his skill against “ Reynard,” the master tactician
of hide and seek. Rabbit hunters and beagle fanciers are in for a
real treat when they tangle with Maine’s long-legged Snowshoe
Hares. These nimble tricksters provide top-notch sport and the best
of eating over a long season.

ESTABLISHED 1857

D. T. SANDERS & SON, INC.
Moosehead's Old Country Store

Sporting Goods — Licenses
GREENVILLE, MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE

BILL EARLEY’S CAMPS
Deer • Bear • Bobcat • Rabbit • Woodcock • Partridge

50,000 acres unposted land • Miles o f logging roads • Lots o f old apple
orchards • Jeeps • Horses • Complete housekeeping cottages with gas
heat • Store. Cottages by week, month or extra low season rate.
Send for color brochure
R. F. D. Guilford, Maine 04443

207 - 997-3625
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Whether you're a bird hunter, a big or small game hunter, a
professional or an amateur, Maine holds the answer to your hunting
question. For a real old fashioned hunting trip, put your bets on the
Pine Tree State this Fall!

White-tail Deer
Deer hunting in Maine rates easily as the top activity for the
outdoorsman who loves a gun. According to experts, Maine Deer are
outstanding specimens of their kind in the world.
Opinion is divided as to which part of the open season it's best to
plan your trip. Some say that the early days are better, because the
deer aren't so wild and so are easier to approach. On the other hand,
many veteran hunters refuse even to try their skill until the last ten
days or two weeks of the shooting period. They claim that since
foliage is thinner toward mid-and late-November, easier, cleaner
and longer shots are the rule, with the increased possibility of snow
for tracking.
“ Generally speaking, still hunting is the best procedure on dry
ground. Beech ridges, o|d apple orchards and locations on a hillside
where the “ black growth" meets the hardwood are key spots to the
experienced hunter. Always walk into the wind, as softly as possi
ble, avoiding dry sticks that may snap. Stop frequently to watch
and listen. “ Driving" deer in Maine is now unlawful.

DON’T MISS

‘P e t t y ’s

Hours Dally

^ o ix z M l{o u s e

Spring

8:30 - 6:00

Summer &
Fall

8:3 0 -9 :3 0

Winter

8:30 - 5:00

Unique Gifts & Confections

“ On Scenic Coastal U. S. Routs 1 and Acadia Highway”

Deer - Birds

H U N T I N G

BELFAST, MAINE
Bear - Small Game

DEER RUN SPORTING CAMP

LAKE MOLUNKUS - AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Ideal Country for Deer and Bear — Comfortable Warm Log Cabins
American Plan or Housekeeping — New Dining Hall and Recreation Room
Licenses Available at Camp
First Northern Area to Open for Deer Season.
Write for Brochure

E. McGovern

P.O. Kingman, Maine 04451

Call (207) 765-3900
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The best time to hunt in any part of the open season is from
daylight in the morning until 10 A.M., and from about 3 P.M. until
sundown. Always study the ground for fresh tracks, droppings and
areas where the Deer have been “ working” for food. Under beech
trees, especially, Deer will often paw the leaves up in little piles
while searching for beechnuts.
Old burned-over areas and year-old timber cuttings furnish likely
spots also. In early Fall, Deer are often found nibbling small tender
shoots and wild raspberry bushes in these open sections. Sit down
on a log or a stump frequently and slowly but carefully study the
landscape around you. Nature has endowed the White-Tail Deer, as
well as most other animals, with an almost perfect camouflage of
natural coloring. You may nearly trip over a Deer if you are a careful
stalker—but be sure it’s a DEER and not a MAN BEFORE YOU
SHOOT!
Hunting with snow on the ground is a rather difficult proposition.
Nearly any hunter, whether inexperienced or tempered by years of
reading woods lore signs, can determine with a little study and
commonsense whether a Deer track in the snow is very old, 24hours-old, fairly recent or fresh. Much of your success depends upon
your appraisal of the track and of the manner in which the deer was
walking.
Tracks four to six hours old that show a Deer walking leisurely
toward a thicket on a knoll are worth ten times as much to the
seasoned hunter as a very fresh set patterned in bounds of many
feet apart and left by a frightened Deer intent upon leaving that part
of the country. A zigzagging trail indicates a Deer that is either

ATTENTION HUNTERS - FISHERMEN
$17.00 DAILY INCLUDES ALL

1.
2.
3.
4.

Steam Heated Rooms—Showers
Hearty Breakfast
Lunch to go
Heavy Dinner at Nite
Call or Write:

“Whittens” Moosehead Motor Inn
Rockwood, Maine Tel. 207 - 534-7778 - 7337 (Nltes)
We tag over 100 deer weekly

HUNT DEER, BEAR and SMALL GAME
EX C E LLE N T W ILDERNESS C O U N TRY

NO AU TO ACCESS

Far from other camps and other hunters.
Over 50 miles of well marked trails.
Pack horses tote your duffle and game.
S'EAPLANE SERVICE AVAILABLE

Katahdin Lake Wilderness Camps
Write to:

ALFRED J. COOPER m
Box 398H

Millinocket, Maine 04462
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feeding or looking for a place to “ bed down,” or both. In soft snow
without a crust, it’s often possible to walk almost up to a resting Deer
under these conditions. Due respect must always be given the wind
direction, however.
Unhurried fresh tracks in soft snow going straightaway or on a
feeding course are best worked by attempting a cut-in ahead of the
Deer about 75 to 100 yards to either the left or the right, depending
upon wind direction. Frequently a hunter can surprise a White-Tail
in this fashion since Deer have the habit of watching their back trail
carefully and often trusting to scent in the wind as a guard against
possible dangers ahead and aside.
The use of both rifles and shotguns is permissible in Maine for
Deer hunting. Rifles are by far the more popular and much more
practical, except in a few instances where thick brush and close
shots are the rule. Maine guides swear by the .30-30 rifle and the .32
Special Winchester. Other favorites are the .300 Savage, .303, .30-06,
.35 Remington and the old .38-55. Frankly, any hard-hitting, easilyhandled high power rifle from a .25 bore and up will do the trick if it
has sufficient shocking power. In any event . . . make sure it's a
DEER and not a M AN before you shootl
Deer hunting, boiled down, is careful planning, patience, perse
verance and often a degree of luck. One thing you can be sure of:
No amount of the above-mentioned qualities or conditions will put
venison on your table unless you expose yourself to Deer hunting in
a section where White-Tails are plentiful. A hunting trip in Maine
will assure you of that, so—get that shootin’ eye in trim this Fall and
come to the Pine Tree State. The rest is up to you!

BEAR MOUNTAIN LODGE
Patten, Maine 04765

South Aroostook County

We offer some o f the best deer, bear, and small game
hunting in the state. Modern lodge and cabins with all
conveniences — Brochure and references on request.
Tel. 207 - 528-2124
Carroll

P. Gerow, Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter

LINCOLN'S C A M P S
At the Junction of Moose River and Moosehead Lake
Unexcelled Deer Hunting in the heart of the Maine woods, also Bear, Partridge
and other small game.
Insulated modern cabins with automatic heat, showers, hot and cold water,
gas ranges, electric refrigerators. Non-resident licenses. Guides available.
From over three hundred to over six hundred deer tagged at Rockwood each
hunting season.

Reasonable Rates
Tiny and Eleanore Thomas

Open All Year

Tel. (207) 534-7741
Rockwood, Maine 04478
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Black Bear
Maine’s Black Bears are crafty, shy and much more difficult than
Deer to stalk. In weight they run from cub-size to nearly 500 pounds.
When frightened they rip through the woods at terrific speed and
present the poorest targets. Last year one hunter declared that a
fast-moving Black Bear looked more like a rolling black barrel than
anything else.
Late in the Fall, mid-October to late November, is probably the
best time for still-hunting these dark-furred marauders. During this
period of the year they are busy building up surplus fat in anticipa
tion of their long winter hibernation. They’re also moving around a
lot in search of suitable winter quarters.
Black Bears as well as Deer are fond of beechnuts. Abandoned
farm areas where half-frozen apples still cling to remote trees during
the late fall months also make excellent spots to watch for Bruin.
Deserted lumber camps and old timber cuttings, where rotting logs
and stumps abound with grubs and other insects, rank high among
the favorite feeding grounds of the Black Bear.
The most common method of Bear hunting in Maine is over bait.
Normally, a guide will set up bait in areas he knows to be most active
for Bear. Tree stands are most often used for bait. Bruin also may be
hunted with dogs in Maine. Unfortunately, some so-called “ Bear
dogs” will switch or “jump” trail and chase Deer. It is therefore best
to hunt Bear only with specially-trained dogs that can be relied upon
to never break trail, and then only during certain seasons.

State of Maine County M aps
Detailed — Accurate — Scale: 3 miles = 1 inch
Androscoggin, Kennebec, Sagadahoc, Lincoln (One Plan); Hancock, Picataquis,
Penobscot, Somerset, Washington, Aroostook, (North Part), Moosehead Lake Region,
$1.75 each; Cumberland-York (One Plan), Franklin, Oxford, $1.50 each; Waldo, Knox,
Aroostook (South Part), $1.25 each; Handling Charge of 50<P per order, plus 5% Sales
Tax. Complete set o f county maps $12.50.

Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc.

107 Court St., Bangor, Maine 04401

MAINE WILDERNESS CANOE BASIN
Outstanding hunting for DEER, BEAR
and PARTRIDGE. Secluded location on
shores of Pleasant Lake for limited
number of hunters. Miles of wilderness
surround the Canoe Basin. Housekeep
ing cabins or American plan. Central
Lodge.
Transportation available from
Bangor Airport.

MAINE WILDERNESS CANOE BASIN
SPRINGFIELD, MAINE 04487
207 - 989-3636 Ext. 631
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Maine’s Black Bears may be hunted from May 1 to Saturday after
Thanksgiving. Favorite rifles among Maine Bear hunters are the
traditional .30-30, the .35 Remington, the .300 Savage, .32 Winches
ter Special and .30-06. Of course, any big game rifle of your choice
will probably do the job, but you’ve got to be “ fast on the draw” to hit
old Bruin unless you are lucky enough to catch him sitting still.
Plentiful, but far more difficult to bag than a big buck, Maine’s
Black Bears make excellent trophies. You, too, can have a bearskin
rug in front of your fireplace—but the thrill of your hunt in the deep
woods of Maine will continue as a more cherished memory for a
lifetime.

Upland Bird Shooting
Maine Ruffed Grouse or “ Partridge” as they are popularly called,
offer the best shooting for this species to be found in the Country.
An old Maine guide’s description of these magnificent birds seems
to come nearer than most in filling the bill. “ King-sized quail,” he
calls them . . . “ but much smarter!”
Hunting these birds, found both deep in the Maine woods and in
farming and pasture lands, is the keenest of sport. Typical covers
are beech groves, orchard areas and alder or birch thickets near
agricultural sections. In more remote parts of the State, prowling
carefully along old logging roads and trails is one of the most pro
ductive methods.
Naturally, use of a good bird dog is preferable, but many hunters
shoot their limit (four birds per day) by “ walking them up” after

CHALET MOOSEHEAD

Om the Shere of Beautiful Moosehead Lake
FISH FOR
HUNT FOR
TROUT - SALMON - TOGUE
PARTRIDGE - DEER - BEAR
Large picture windows overlooking the lake. Electric heat. Cable T.V.
Two-room units with kitchenettes. Ideal family accommodations.
Boat, motor and canoe rental. FLY BACK to better Hunting and
Fishing for white-fish, bass, perch and blue-back trout with Maine’s
only Lady Bush Pilot.
For further information and rates call or write:
MOOSEHEAD FLYING SERVICE or CHALET MOOSEHEAD
Box 320E, Greenville Junction, Maine 04442
OPEN YEAR ROUND
LAMBERT LAKE

MAINE 04454

PINE POINT C A M P S
Situated on Lambert Lake, in Washington County
Salmon, Brook Trout — Lambert Lake, St. Croix River, Trout, Bass, Brook
Trout — Lakes and brooks are kept well stocked. Tomah Stream, 5 miles.
Black Bass, Pickerel — Spednic Lake, on Canadian Border, 5 miles. Bear,
Deer, Partridge, Woodcock. Large main lodge, modern, comfortable. Home
cooked meals. Housekeeping camps. Overnight guests.
Highway, Route 6
Tel. 207 - 788-2873
Airport, Bangor
Boats and motors for rent
Guides available
OPEN ALL YEAR
Prop., Clyde Grass
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choosing likely looking covers. Selection of a shotgun and size of
shot to be used are pretty much up to the preference of the hunter in
this instance. Anything from a .410 to a 12-gauge shotgun is usable
and Nos. 6 to 8 chilled shot are local favorites.
These “ Brown Bombers” rise suddenly, sometimes from almost
under your feet with a thundering roar of wings, then dart cleverly
through the thickest of underbrush at top speed! This king of Maine
game birds is a wary and talented customer. In fact, other forms of
wing shooting may seem tame, once you’ve matched wits with a
Maine “ Partridge.”

Pheasant
In most instances, Maine Pheasants will be found in farming
sections and pasture lands much the same as many of our Ruffed
Grouse. They are, however, largely confined to the southern and
coastal counties of Maine. This is due to the fact that heavy snows
and sub-zero temperatures in the northernmost inland parts of the
State often reduce their numbers during the winter season.
Many thousands of these meaty game birds are reared and re
leased annually by Maine’s Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife. These birds are smart, fast on the wing and know all the
tricks of hide and seek. A good bird dog is, of course, advisable, but
here again, the average hunter, if reasonably conscientious, can
“ walk up” his day’s limit without much trouble.

LIBBY SPORTING CAMPS
Masardis, Maine 04759
TROPHY
BUCKS

PARTRIDGE
&

DUCKS

Tel. (207) 435-6539
or (207) 435-6233
BLACK
BEAR

Enjoy our remote wilderness hunts. Black bear; May 1—November Upland Game Birds: October, Trophy
Bucks: October—Bow & Arrow November—Rifle. Excellent lodging, accommodations and homecooked food.
Serving Sportsmen since 1890
Reached by seaplane

L. L. Bean, Inc.
MAIN STREET

FREEPORT, M AINE 04033
Open 24 Hours a Day, 365 Days a Year
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

Outdoor Sporting Specialties
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Woodcock
Once again, it is with real pride that we can say that no state in
the Nation offers better Woodcock Hunting than Maine! The Pine
Tree State is one of the best natural breeding grounds of these much
sought-after game birds, in the entire Country. Every Fall as their
southward migration begins, countless additional thousands of
Woodcock that have summered and bred in the Maritime Provinces
spend many days in Maine as they move along. Fortunately for
Maine this movement usually coincides with our bird hunting
season.
Any hunter who has witnessed the “jack-in-the-box” tactics and
speeding zig-zag flight of a rising Woodcock knows what a match of
skill and precision these sparkling performers can offer the most
experienced wing-shot. A good bird dog is almost a necessity in
successful Woodcock shooting since these clever little “ Timber
Doodles” will often “ freeze” and fail to flush for a walking man. If
you think you are a good wing-shot, try Maine’s Woodcock this Fall.
If you’re just a beginner, at least try Maine, the spot where your
chances are the best!

Duck Shooting
With a rugged coastline nearly 2,500 miles in length, made up of
bays, peninsulas, beaches and marshlands, Maine has duck shoot
ing to thrill the expert. Part of the secret of this success story lies in

Bear Hunt in Northern Maine
Booking now for Bait Hunts (May-Aug.) Bear Hunts with top Bear Dogs (Aug.Oct.) We specialize in Bear Hunts Secret bait formula. Good tree stands.
Housekeeping cottages on lake. Home cooked meals. Excellent fishing. Many
bear in Lincoln area. 2 guides at your service. Write or call for brochure.

Lewis Cole, R.F.D. 2, Thorndike, (207) 948-5136 or
Perry Shane, R.F.D. 3, Skowhegan, (207) 474-8014.

WILSONS ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE
Our village of housekeeping cabins for from 2 to 20, has been
a favorite of hunters for years. Fine whitetail almost in our
backyard. Well equipped, heated cabins. Licenses. Located
between Squaw Mt. and Rockwood.
Ron and Jane Fowler, Greenville Jet., Maine 04442 (207) 695-2549
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the fact that when millions of Ducks, Geese and other waterfowl
start their annual southward migration from northern breeding
grounds, in following the Atlantic flight line, Maine is the first State
in this Country that they reach. Fortunately, at that stage they’re
not gun shy, not reduced in numbers and are easily attracted to
decoys.
Beyond doubt, this makes for the best real, honest-to-goodness
waterfowl shooting on the North Atlantic Coast. What’s more,
they’re in excellent physical condition, having traveled only a short
distance.
Black Ducks, Wood Ducks, both Green and Blue-Winged Teal,
Mallards, Scaup, Ring Necks, Goldeneyes, Buffleheads, Eiders, Old
Squaws, Canada Geese, Scoters, and several kinds of Mergansers
make up Maine’s principal fall waterfowl population. Brant, Pin
tails, and Ruddy Ducks are also present but are not quite as plentiful
as the other species mentioned.
A blind of pine, spruce, fir or other evergreen, supported by a
wooden framework upon which chicken wire of about two-inch
mesh has been fastened, makes an excellent cover. This type of
gunning stand is especially effective on rock points and ledges
where heavy forest prevails as the natural background. A partial
roof covering with an open area near the front plus a “ step-up”
footing plank to give adequate gun-play room above the “ camou
flage level” when things are “ popping” is always desirable. Added
comfort for the hunters may be gained on windy or cold days by
securing an old canvas or tarpaulin (brown, green or gray) inside

SEBAGO LAKE COTTAGES
On Routes 114 and 11

North Sebago, Maine 04029

16 year round housekeeping cottages accommodating 2 to 8 persons. Only 2 hours from Boston, V2 hour
from Portland, in the heart of Maine’s best deer hunting country. Over 25% of the 1977 deer kill in Maine
was in our four-county area, 10% of the entire state. Cottages equipped with all modern conveniences.
Linen, cooking utensils, electricity, gas and wood furnished. Grocery store adjoining. Canoes, boats,
motors, guides, guns, ammunition, snowmobiles and T.V. available. Area abounds in beech ridges, old
apple orchards and farms, wood roads, timber slash and small ponds. Deer, bear, small game, partridge,
pheasant and migratory game birds. Write or call for brochure.

RAY and FRAN NELSON

207 - 787-3211

See our ad under FISHING

THE LUMBERJACK LODGE
“A t the Base o f Sugarloaf Mountain”
Excellent hunting and fishing in the heart of Maine’s
“ Tall Timber Region.” TROUT, DEER, BEAR, SMALL
GAME. The best in m odem accommodations. American
Plan or housekeeping. Make reservations now for fall
hunting. Registered Maine guides and jeep available.
Tel. 207 - 237*2141
Write for brochure

DICK and M AR Y FOUNTAIN
THE LUMBERJACK LODGE
Kingfield, Maine 04947
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the blind on the windy side as well as above and toward the rear in
the event of rain or snow.
For a low marsh area or a spot where brown foliage prevails,
marsh grass and oak boughs with leaves attached should be worked
into the chicken wire on the framework as a camouflage. In this
writer’s experience, oak is about the best of all branches to employ in
the building of a duck blind. Used in conjunction with coniferous
branches, it’s ideal due to the fact that the leaves will not blow or
drop off for many weeks after being cut and secured in the blind.
Decoys (artificial) should be placed carefully and arranged to
float and bob in the water in a lifelike manner with the nearest
group less than 100 feet from the key shooting position in the blind.
This is an important point and gives hunters, both green and experi
enced, an opportunity to judge with fair accuracy, the actual dis
tance of incoming birds from the point of shots attempted.
Decoys should be placed in the most natural looking arrangement
that imagination will allow. In salt-water, allowance for changes in
the tide level should be made. The use of a duck call is occasionally
effective but, as a rule, unnecessary in Maine waterfowl shooting.
Another popular method of wildfowling is to disguise a specially
constructed “ sculling boat” and with your guide cautiously ma
neuvering the craft, moving up to a flock of ducks or geese. The
hunter lies in a reclining position with gun ready and at the oppor
tune moment rises to a sitting position and takes the birds as they
rise.

HUNT IN SOUTHERN MAINE
Excellent hunting country— with many tote roads. All rooms have hot
water heat— very comfortable quarters— with all home cooking.
Please write or phone O. K. Andrews, Harrison RFD # 2
BEAR M OUNTAIN HOUSE

(207) 583-2803

Secret Pond Camps
Moro Pit., Smyrna Mills, Maine 04780
Housekeeping Cabins

Tel. 207 - 528-2304

One o f the best known Hunting and Fishing areas in Maine. Located on
Route 11, between Patten and Ashland, in Aroostook County, Maine.
Guides Available
JIM and M ONA MUTCH

Rates on Request
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Canada Goose hunting has a particular thrill all its own. Geese
are well distributed along the entire coast. Canada Geese hunting
requires a special “ know-how” and a day-to-day knowledge of their
current feeding habits and activities. Although these birds are in
good supply, the services of a local informant or good guide will
usually do more to fill your game bag than reams of advice in
advance.
In summary, it can be said with confidence that Duck and Goose
shooting along the Maine coast provides more continuous action
than any other wing-shooting sport with which the writer is ac
quainted. For loads of fun, thrills by the score and plump, tasty birds
for the table, don’t miss Maine’s duck shooting season this Fall!

Raccoon
Any hunter who has once thrilled to the deep-throated bellow of a
good “ coon” dog hot on the trail, or knows the excited change in his
tone announcing “ Treed,” needs no description of the countless
adventures that this sport of sports offers. For downright outdoor
fun, rugged exercise, and thrills and spills galore, it can’t be beat!
Raccoons, although found principally in the southern part of
Maine up until a few years ago, are now widely distributed through
out the State and in plentiful supply. These big Northern Ringtails
may be hunted from Oct. 20 to Dec. 15. If you’ve never been on a
“ coon” hunt, we know you’ll want to try it. If you are a “ coon”
hunter, don’t miss Maine’s open season this year!

PLAY-STEAD LODGE & COTTAGES
Fishing

Hunting

OPEN ICE OUT TO NOV. 30
Bass—Salmon—Togue—Trout—Perch—Pickerel
Woodcock—Partridge
Fine Bathing Beach
Deer—Bear
Cottages located on Lewey’s Lake—Connecting Long Lake, Big Lake, Grand
Lake and St. Croix Waters, with the finest Bass and Salmon fishing in the
East. Main lodge with central dining room and excellent home cooked food—
American Plan. Also modern attractive, fully equipped, housekeeping cottages
with all modern conveniences. TV in all units. Folder and rates on request.
Boats—Motors—Guides —Bait—Lieens es—Tackle Shop
Tel. (207) 796-2345
Princeton, Maine 04668

FOLSOM’S AIR SERVICE, INC.
Moosehead Lake
Fly In Hunting and Fishing Camps
T o Get Y ou There Quickly and Safely Summer or Winter
Use This Experienced Flying Service
GREENVILLE, M AIN E 04441
Tel. (207) 695-2821
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STATE OF MAINE
INFORMATION SERVICE

The State of Maine Publicity Bureau has been providing a free, com
plete and personalized Information Service about the Pine Tree State, its
resources, facilities and accommodations for more than fifty-five years.
It has been a valuable service to millions during these years.
You, too, are cordially invited to make full use of these services — free
at all times — when planning your visit and after you arrive in Maine.
It is the Bureau’s sincere wish to help make your visit to the State of
Maine as enjoyable as possible.
For further information about the State of Maine, write:
STATE OF MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Gateway Circle
Portland, Maine 04102

Maine Information Centers have been located at
the following places for your traveling convenience:
PORTLAND
Gateway Circle, U. S. Route 1

FRYEBURG (Summer)
U. S. Route 302

KITTERY (Pictured A bove)
Between 1-95 and U. S. Route 1

CALAIS (Summer)
North Street, U. S. Route 1

BANGOR
Bass Park, 519 Main Street

In New York City, visit the New England Vacation Center at 1268 Avenue
of the Americas. In Canada, visit InfoRoad, USA, Centre Capitol, 1200
McGill College Avenue, Suite 2030, Montreal, Quebec.

